Scaphoid kinematics in vivo.
The purpose of this study was to quantify 3-dimensional (3-D) in vivo scaphoid kinematics during flexion-extension motion (FEM) and radial-ulnar deviation (RUD) of the hand. The right wrists of 11 healthy volunteers were imaged by spiral computed tomography during RUD and 5 of those wrists also during FEM. With a matching technique, relative translations and rotations of the scaphoids were traced. Our results showed a broad spectrum of kinematic patterns of the scaphoid during RUD, with small intercarpal motions within the proximal carpal row. Some scaphoids rotated basically around the flexion-extension axis only whereas others rotated almost entirely around the deviation axis during RUD. During FEM we found highly uniform scaphoid motion patterns with large intercarpal motions within the proximal carpal row. These findings suggest that current theories cannot sufficiently explain wrist kinematics and stress the need for more in vivo studies on 3-D carpal kinematics.